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Abstract
Forward error control (FEC) codes based on turbo, low-density parity-check (LDPC) and polar principles
provide practical approaches towards channel capacity. There are, however, remaining challenges. Some of
these are listed below.
• How to achieve performance with Gaussian signaling?
• How to design codes that are universally good over different channel conditions?
• How to reduce code length while maintain good performance?
In this talk, we introduce a spatially-coupled compressed FEC (SCC-FEC) coding scheme based on the
recent progresses on the spatial coupling and compressed-sensing principles. We will show that SCC-FEC
codes can be applied to the above mentioned difficulties.
Based on potential function analysis, we proved that SCC-FEC codes can asymptotically and universally
achieve Gaussian capacity. We verified this by both evolution analysis and simulation. We also investigated
multi-user SCC-FEC systems with short coding length per user. We observed noticeably improved
performance compared with conventional LDPC codes with similar coding length. This reveals an
interesting solution to the latency problem of modern codes.
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